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south the route image by valérie Beunardeau de Fotolia.com the cracks of the windshield can confuse the owner of the most cunning vehicle, especially when there were no external signs of a hole, chip or crack to begin with. The next day or two might bring another astonishing revelation; the crack has lengthened and crossed the entire
windshield, distorting his sight. The answer is in some basic facts of physics and also some very obvious reasons. The most obvious and damaging cracks for the windshield can be attributed to hazardous impacts on the road, in particular gravel, stones and rocks. They can be kicked from behind a vehicle or hung through the lane of a car
passing in the opposite direction. The obvious blows are shown as large chips or holes, which could spread with primary cracks or spider-webbing. Some small gravel parts can leave only a small well or chip, sometimes microscopic in size, which can be very difficult to detect. These small holes or chips collect moisture, and moisture
molecules can expand and contract, pushing the glass in all directions, eventually forming a groove. Such small wells and chips, if not repaired immediately, can expand and cover the windshield. Most cracks have their origins very close to the edges of the windshield at one point about three inches away from the final windshield mold.
Due to the manufacturing process, a weak spot occurs here more often, caused by a thermal effect during the casting process. Since the composition of the glass consists of particles and not a liquid substance, the particles do not have a stable gripping surface on the edge where there is no glass. In addition, the mechanical tension that
should be used to force the two pieces of glass together against the inner plastic coating also causes imperfections on and around the edges of the windshield. The very nature of the windshield edge exposes it to a more hectic tension, as it joins the kitchen mounting on the windshield at the end. The larger middle area of the windshield
can flex and absorb shocks, while the edge of the windshield must withstand the first and heaviest stress loads placed on it. Temperature variations that continuously expand and contract the windshield can often produce small cracks that run along the length of the glass. If the interior air in the vehicle cab registers 75 degrees and the
outside air temperature reads 30 degrees, the inner layer of glass can expand while the outer layer of glass contracts, causing distortion. Any small defects in the windshield can become stressed and begin to crack. More temperature variation, with the moisture in the windshield, can speed up the path of the crack. A hail deluge in the
form of rock-like stones can impact the glass and cause obvious damage to the chip and cracks. Worse, multiple blows can splash the windshield with numerous cracks and sometimes holes, making it useless for Hail damage can be rare, but when present it can be devastating for all glass panels in the vehicle. We may earn commissions
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When you have a busy dating life, you tend to inherit things that adventures and exes leave behind. Sometimes they are impressive; other times, um, not so much. With that in mind, we ask you to share your best connection prizes. Our favorites... 1 out of 8 A guy hid his night retainer in my bathroom before he took the embarrassment
walk home. Gross! —Tiffany J. 2 of 8 A plastic bag containing... a Santa hat, red hairy handcuffs and a red bandage—Ginette R. 3 of 8 A guy I was seeing left his favorite T-shirt in my house before he found out he had a girlfriend. Naturally, I started wearing your precious T-shirt as a dust cloth. It was much sweeter when you asked for it
on the backit was covered in makeup stains and cleaning products. Lauren P. 4 of 8 Left a universal remote control in my house. And no, I have no idea why he was carrying it around. Sandra M. 5 of 8 I had a high school ex who left the best pair of boxers in my house. They were super soft, with pictures of trucks in them. I loved those
boxers. Fast-forward like, 10 years, and I lent them to a guy when he was spending the night and needed something to use. Then... took them home with him. I never saw them again. Carolyn K. 6 of 8 I ended up kissing with a DJ one night on a dance floor... Refined. When I woke up in the morning, I found a bumper sticker that I had
slipped into my purse. It was bright gold and spelled its name with large purple block letters. It's so ridiculous, I still have it. Annie D. 7 out of 8 About two weeks after I hooked up with a guy, I noticed a funky smell in my living room. After 30 minutes of searching, I finally found that the culprit was a fast food mold bag, stuck under one of the
sofa cushions next to my one-night stand. Karen P. 8 of 8 The day after a first date, I was at my desk at work taking stuff out of my purse the night before. Suddenly, I took a strip of pictures of me and my date in the middle of a hot, heavy mark. Uh... Unrwa. Anna D. 9 Ways to Impress Your Man Announcement - Continue reading below
This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported into this page to help to provide their email addresses. You may find more information about this and similar content in piano.io It's the fourth day of our trip to the heart of Indian culture, and we're hiding inside the extensive Bangalore Oberoi hotel. Somehow, this a wellkept property blocks the offensive cocktail of sandalo and diesel that overwhelms your senses when you're navigating the anarchic streets of India's high-tech capital. It makes you forget that India has no personal space, or that 300 million of its people live on less than a dollar a day. So this afternoon, on the other hand, India is coming to
us. Even before the research session begins, participants reveal centuries-old cultural tics. Women are rolled in rich greens and hot roses, oranges and golds; men are a colourless contrast, wrapped in greys and beiges and blacks. They are asked to sit in a circle, self-organize: men and women take opposite sides of the room, with the
oldest of both sexes sitting together. This surely means something, and eventually, the Frenchman in black cowboy boots watching through a monitor in the next room will explain what that meaning is. G. Clotaire Rapaille will crack the Indian code, as it has dozens of others. It will explain what makes this intricate country and its people
tick and, not by the way, how to do business there. And to that intelligence, corporate clients who have traveled to India with him, including DuPont executives and luxury goods group Richemont, will reward him generously. Rapaille is a market researcher, political scientist, medical anthropologist and cultural psychiatrist. Armed with
Freudian and Junguian psychoanalytic theory, he seeks to take advantage of a people's collective unconsciousness, revealing what it means to be Japanese, German or more recently Chinese. The code is like an access code: How do I hit the buttons to open the door? Rapaille says, revealing a spicy accent. Suddenly, once you get the
code, you understand everything. It's like getting new glasses. This does not fly well in the circles of the scholars. Richard A. Shweder, professor of cultural anthropology and psychology at the University of Chicago, compares Rapaille's methodologies to the soft porn of irrationalism. (Rapaille, for his part, fires academics from their hands:
They have only ideas. They have no results.) And his New York-based firm, Archetype Discoveries Worldwide, sometimes looks amateur. (I discovered that the woman who ran the Bangalore focus group, for example, was also his living personal chef; he and his wife prefer light food like salads, he told me. However, Rapaille's corporate
portfolio is as extravagant as his black velvet suits and Rolls-Royces. He's not shy about boasting that 50 fortune 100 companies are his clients, that he's broken 35 codes for P&amp;G, and that he's the author of 14 books. Companies pay Rapaille between $125,000 and $225,000 to break cultures, product categories or brands in all
cultures. means, for example, toilet paper for Americans versus Japanese?) Receive $30,000 per Speech. In fact, many clients consider it with a zeal more often reserved for a cult leader. Listen to Mike Jensen, brand manager of GMAC Insurance: For us, [Rapaille's findings] created a sense of identity and noble purpose. Or Ed McQuigg,
who leads strategy and marketing for Richemont: Whenever you can... go for a walk with him, let his mind run and ask him one question after another, and you will learn things about life. One question comes to mind over and over again: Is Rapaille really? I traveled to India with him looking to decode one of the world's last major growth
markets: The next China to stick to the middle class, after all, is close to 300 million, creating a huge opportunity for consumer brands and retailers. However, its 5,000-year history, its 1 billion inhabitants and its 15 official languages also do, if not impenetrable to outsiders, then certainly challenging. Rapaille promised information. And
that, I certainly have. When the session begins, Rapaille lands, his legs crossed, a few inches from the monitor, scribbled furiously in a diary with a quote from Gandhi stuck to the inner flap. Her amber hair swinging a finely tailored black suit; he has a clock on each wrist -- one for india's local time, the other for New York. Does India still
have a caste system? the moderator asks the group. The Indians take the bait, screaming, no! Or yes! while the room explodes in a raucous debate. Suddenly, once you get the code, you understand everything. It's like getting new glasses. Hahaaaaaa! Rapaille exclaims, like a detective stumbling upon critical evidence. Do you hear that?
His clients nod, thinking he's talking about the fascinating details of India's enigmatic caste system. But Rapaille is hearing something completely different: the dramatic change in the intensity of the conversation. Remember, warn, I never believe in what people say. I want to understand why people do what they do. According to Rapaille,
we all have an alibi. Our alibis are the ways in which we explain our motivations, the superficial responses that are normally served in market research. So, he argues, focus groups don't work. To get to why, Rapaille is closer to a three-hour psychotherapy session, where participants are finally in the foetal position on the ground are asked
to channel their first childhood memories. Rapaille subscribes to the trill brain theory, which describes three distinct brains: the cortex, the limbic and the reptile. Beneath the crust, the seat of logic and reason, is the limbic, which harbors emotions. Camouflaged underneath them is the baby of reptile, the layer wired by our biological primal
needs as sex, reproduction and survival. The reptile always wins, that's Rapaille's mantra. Rapaille. you have to discover the hot reptile button, whatever you want to do, design a plane, sell diamonds, what's the reptile brain? While bad publicity only takes advantage of the bark (Buy this paper towel to clean a spill!), mediocre ads appeal
to bark and limbic (Buy this paper towel to clean a spill and reduce stress!). But truly effective campaigns nail all three (Buy this paper towel to clean up a spill, reduce stress and satisfy your desire for a maternal reptile to ease your child's embarrassment when doing the spill in the first place!). Find out what the Indians' first reptile
associations are with what it means to be Indian, Rapaille says, and you've cracked the Indian code. By feeding the group's concepts as a caste system, you are looking for patterns and structures that are true throughout culture. In this case, Rapaille observes, the Indians are at the root of a practical people. Although they claim to be strict
adherers to the rules, for example, their political system is corrupt, and business and educational institutions are riddled with bribes. In the Hindu religion, Rapaille says, you can buy [gods], you can bribe them, you can change god depending on what you need. Even on the streets of India, no one adheres to traffic rules. Deep down they're
practical, he says. Rapaille is quick to point out that these ideas are not positive or negative, or even judgmental, but simply expose the flexible and adaptable structure of the Indian people. Therefore, the caste system, which for most of the world seems oppressive, is for Indians a triumph of practicality, which clearly indicates to all its
places in a complex society. It's not a problem, it's a solution, it concludes, oozing a naughty smile. The first time Rapaille visited India, he recalls, he drove from Paris in a hapless Citroen. It was 1964; he was a 23-year-old graduate student, he broke up, so he camped in his car for a month. On his second voyage, nearly 25 years later, he
was worth millions of dollars and piloted his own helicopter. The saga has to do with theatre and contrast, like all Rapaille's stories. He talks about his childhood in Normandy during World War II, when his father and grandfather were captured by the Germans (he now owns a Norman castle of the ninth century). There's becoming a TV
celebrity in France during the 1970s, only to abandon fame to pursue the American dream. (He moved to the United States 30 years ago and lives in a mansion in Tuxedo Park, New York. Proclaim: I am more Amer-ee-khan than other Amer-ee-khans, because I choose to become an Amer-ee-khan!) Repeat these stories so often, so with
seemingly choreographed eyebrow gestures and verbal exclamation marks, that the line between fact and mythology feels blurred after a while. What's really real, and what it's just authority by constant, indisputable storytelling? Rapaille's favorite story, and the most recycled by corporate devotees, begins with his study of autism. As a
young psychologist in Switzerland, he says, he tried to determine why autistic children could not grasp language. He discovered a link to emotional experience, which led him to raise that each language was really a unique set of inherited associations. Understand those associations, he said, and you've unlocked the DNA of a culture. This
theory of autism has long been considered obsolete within the academy. One expert says: Frasier Crane [the TV psychiatrist] can accept it. But in the early 1970s, a Nestlé executive listened to Rapaille's geneva conference and connected the idea to a business problem. He asked Rapaille to help Nestlé introduce his Folgers coffee to
Japan by drinking tea, to crack the coffee code. Rapaille dropped out of her autism research. I realized that working with a business environment was fantastic because they were implementing my theories, and I could see my theories in action with the results right away, he says. In fact, his query was sought by L'Oréal, Johnson &amp;
Johnson and Renault. French President Pompidou, he says, asked him to break the code for nuclear power. The Rapaille project avidly flaunts her is her work on Chrysler's PT Cruiser, the retro sedán introduced in 1999. Rapaille says she advised Chrysler to design something people would love or hate. To be in code in different cultural
markets, he says, Chrysler connected with america's spirit of himself through an aggressive Al Capone design, and with France's Creo psyche by marketing the Cruise as unfounded with ideas, such as a luggage area that can be turned into a table. (I discover the code, y-bingo!–the car sells like crazy.) He talks to Chrysler, though, and it
sounds like Rapaille is inflating his contributions. He was absolutely involved... as a way to validate our design, says Sam Locricchio, a spokesman for Chrysler. But taking all the credit for sales and success is not right. Chrysler isn't the only one calling Rapaille. Douglas Rushkoff, author of Get Back in the Box, says Rapaille's character
echoes that of Ernest Dichter, a psychologist from Europe who in the 1950s introduced vendors to psychoanalytic techniques outside his lavish estate in New York. What makes Clotaire so eye-catching to me is how close he modeled all his tone in Dichter and how well his technique works at vendors, Rushkoff says. He appeals to these
executives at the most basic level of his most childish needs of comfort and authority and a sweet and eccentric French uncle. Rapaille, irritated by the comparison, she says that, although similar, Dichter's work was rooted in the individual while I'm talking about the universal collective unconscious. In any case, you have little time or
patience for such criticisms. His last book, The Culture Code (Broadway Books) will appear in June. He plans to start a university (online, that is, and outsourced to India) where anyone can become a coding fan. And let him be developing a TV show where he would crack the codes of individuals, all of them, from Madonna to Bono. This,
he says, is why I love Amer-ee-kha! Rapaille picks me up on 42nd Street in Manhattan on her silver PT Cruiser, wearing a black driving glove. It's been over a month since we split up from Mumbai, the last stop on the Indian code-cracking trip. She clung to an idea many years ago, and it was a very good one. And he's milking it. The
mood among his clients during the last days of that journey had ranged from optimistic to skeptical. Some who had traveled with him before tried to assure dubious newcomers that Rapaille ends strongly (the Indian code will not be revealed until March, and then only for customers). Others hypothesized that Rapaille conscincts the code
before it reaches the road and only drags everyone along for the show. Ze cheese is dead! (a hyperbolic find for Danone who broke the American code for le fromage) became an internal joke after Rapaille recounted the anecdote relentlessly. I think he's an amazing bullsh-ter, says an executive. He's got some talent, but... he clung to an
idea of X many years ago, and it was a very good one, and he's milking this idea for all it's worth. Ready for anthropological journey?! Rapaille asks, stepping on the accelerator. He's taking me to Jackson Heights in Queens to demonstrate how he opens the file, his way of verifying the structures of culture across all angles of Indian life:
from Bollywood to birth rates. If the code is correct, he says, you should be able to find evidence everywhere. Otherwise, you have the wrong code. We arrived in Queens, and Rapaille stops at a generic store called Roosevelt Gift Bags and Luggage. Throw darts in for a minute, and then come back. The Chinese guy told me 74th Street.
That's where the Indians are! A few blocks later, he finally sees a Himalayan restaurant and we park along a strip dotted with Sikh jewelry stores, sari shops and restaurants. He's leaving the cruise. Look at the turbans, he says, pointing. Red, green, blue... In a supermarket, wander the aisles, touching bags of spices and rice as if trying to
guess an Ouija board. Then we walk into a sari shop, where she asks the saleswoman to show her a Sikh wedding dress. My wife would love this, smile. As you go through the keeps pointing out: Look At Ganesha; Ganesha is always in the window! I'm staying. for him to say something profound, to offer a vision. But apart from repeating
the few observations he had shared in India, there is nothing. After 20 minutes, Rapaille informs me that the visit is over. He has to meet his wife for dinner, and they're not eating vindaloo. Back in my office that night, I call Ajay Mookerjee, the executive director of the new Indian Research Center at Harvard Business School, which is
based in Bangalore. I share rapaille's version of Indian rules and pragmatism, corruption and the caste system with him, waiting for some perspective. And of course, Mookerjee disputes everything. Sitting in his lakeside villa, he seems to be getting used to spinning theories about other people. I don't think he understood the Indian psyche
very well here, he says. I'm not surprised. No one likes to hear their culture reduced to stereotypes. And it's hard to digest Rapaille's theories if you're not used to thinking about culture in psychoanalytic terms. However, the conversation reinforces what he had come to suspect: Rapaille is 25% substance and 75% shtick. And yet, as we
finished, Mookerjee mentions an article he read that morning about America's inability to adopt a zero-defect policy. Unlike Japan, he tells me, they don't like to be right the first time. Americans love to fail... they like to learn from mistakes... I thought it was fascinating. After I hung up, I realized Mookerjee meant the American code. He
didn't notice, but the insightful article he had actually recommended was one that had sent him an email. The theme: G. Clotaire Rapaille. Danielle Sacks is a staff writer for Fast Company. Do you have anything to say about this story? Send an email to the editor. Editor.
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